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1. Introduction 

The axlon1 ,1 waa postulated approximately seven yean age to explain why 

- ^ \ the strong interactions conserve P and CP.* The parameter that seta the amount 

of P and CP violation is QCD is 

S = $-arg det m , (I) 

where m is the quark mass matrix and 9 is the coefficient of (g^/Slx9) 0 ^ &** (n 

the action density for QCD. Using the Adler-BebrJaeiiw anomaly,4 One readily 

shows that QCD depends ca 8 and arg del m only through the combination 

(1). Because CG is a four-divergence, the 9 dependence of QCD ll due purely to 

quantum effects. Quantum effects are most important when the coupling constant 

ia large, i.e., in the case of QCD, at energies below % few GtV. They can be more 

or less reliably calculated using Instanton and current algebra technique! 

The present upper limit on the neutron electric dipole moment require*19 £ 

10~8. if the CP violation necessary to explain Kf, -* in la Introduced Into the 

standard SUx(2) x Vy{\) x SUe(3) model of particle interactions In the manner 

of Kobayaaki and Maskawa,* then arg det m is an arbitrary (random) angle and 

there is absolutely no reason why 9 )S 10~a. Other methods of Introducing CP 

\ iohtion into the standard model also suffer from this difficulty7 which It believed 

to be quite gencrai and which has been given the name of 'strong CP problem". 

Peccel and Quran' proposed the following simple and elegant solution to the 

problem. Let us postulate a VPQ(1) symmetry for the classical action density 

under which the quark fields and scalar fields transform generlcaUy a* follows: 

q-&*<!, *>-re-*V • (2) 
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The Yakawa interactions and ncalar sell-interactions have the following general 

form 

-Kq\tia# + h*.-Vt4tfi • (3} 

V(j>><f>) has the shape of a "Mexican hat" and hence 

m = Kveia [4) 

§ = 0-ff{S + a) 

where 6 is the overall phase of the matrix K of Yukawa couplH ?s, and N is a 

model dependent integer. 

Because of the Upg(l) symmetry, the bottom of the Mexican hat potential is 

degenerate and the value of a is indifferent at the classical level. But the quan

tum effects (insiantonB . . . ) which make the physics of QCD ^-dependent will lift 

tais degeneracy and align a in a particular direction. The most straightforward 

way to determine the direction of alignment is by minimising the Yukawa interac

tion energy and using the fact that QCD produces quark-antiquark condensates 

(<9llR) which are CP conserving.8 One readily finds that a 3ligns in ouch s. way 

that 8 = 0. The strong CP problem is thus solved. 

Weinberg and Wilczek2 independently pointed out that the Peccei-QuJDn 

solution to the strong CP problem implies the existence of a light pseudoscalar 

particle, which they called the axion. The axton is the pseudo-Najnbu-Goldstone 

boBon associated with the spontaneous breaking of the Upg(l) quasi-Byraraetry; 

i.e.j it is the degree of freedom corresponding to rolling at the bottom of the 
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Mcodfian hat potential. The axion would be massless if VPQ(1) were not broken 

by-QCD instaaton effects. One can compute tha axion mass tiling the same 

considerations as those which determine the alignment of a discussed above. 

The result is 

/ » « . flf\ v 2 5 0 G e V (N\ 

where u and JV are the quantities that appear in Eq. (4). In Eq. (5), v and N 

are normalired to the values they had in the earliest axion models. The coupling 

of the axion to quarks is 

The coupling of the axion to the electromagnetic field is 

g * f *•* • n 

The value of the coupling strength9 given in Eq. (7) holds for grand unified theo

ries in which the unrenormaliied value of the electro weak angle is sin3 0* = 3/8. 

Note that both the axion mass, Eq. {5), and its coupling to the electromag

netic field , Eq, (/), are proportional to JV/v. We will call the combination 

fa = v(G/N) the axion decay constant. The presence of the factor 6 is due to 

historical considerations. 

It was first thought that the breaking of Upg(l) occurred at the electroweak 

scale; i.e., v a 250 GeV. The corresponding axion was searched for in K, Jfiji and 

T decays and in reactor and beam dump experiments, but it was not found. Soon, 

however, it was discovered10 how to construct axion modeh. with arbitrarily large 



values of v. These were called "invisible" axion .^odels because foT v » 250 GeV, 

the axion is en weakly coupled that the event rates in the axioa search experiments 

mentioned above are hopelessly small. For a while, it was thought that the 

strong CP problem was solved without any presently observable consequences 

whatsoever. 

Fortunately, astrophysics and cosmology came to the rescue. As we will see 

in Sec. Ill, they provide us with arguments tbat imply the axion decay constant 

should lie in the range 10 s GeV S / , £ 10 I Z GeV. A second cosmologies! 

constraint arises because axion modeU have, as a rule, multiple degenerate vatwa 

and hence domain walls. In Sec. II we wiU describe the properties of these 

domain walls, the cosmological catastrophe they produce and the ways in which 

this catastrophe may be avoided. In Sec. IV we give the reasons why axiona are 

an excellent candidate to constitute the dark matter of galactic halos. In Sec. V 

we describe detectors to look for axions floating about in the halo of our galaxy 

and for axions emitted by the sun. 

2. Axionic Domain Walls 

Axion models often have a spontaneously broken exact discrete symmetry.1 

In that case, they have discretely degenerate vacua and hence domain walls. The 

domain walls are the eoliton-like boundaries between regions which happen to be 

in different vacua. 

The exact discrete symmetry in question is the overlap of the group of 

anomaly free global flavor symmet.ies of the colored fermions (quarks,...) with 

^PQ{\)- For example, in the Dine-Fischler-Srednicki model10 with n quarks 
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[ SUi(n) x SVR{n) x Uy(l) | n VPQ(l) = Z{2n) . (?) 

Z(2n) is an exact discrete symmetry of that model. Indeed, as a subgroup of 

UPQ(1) it is a symmetry of the classical action, and as a subgroup of toe group 

of anomaly-free global symmetries of QCD, it is respected by the quantum effects 

as well. Z(2n) ia spontaneously broken down to Z[2) by the vacuum expectation 

valne (<f>) = veia that breaVs Upg(l) [ see Eq. (4) ]. Hence the Dme-FiscHer-

STcdnicki model baa n degenerate vacua, as many as there ant quarks {e.g., 

n = C). ID other axion models, however, the number N of degenerate vacua is 

different from the number of quarks. In general JV is given by the formula"'13 

Here the sum k over the colored left-banded fenoioss in the model, Qj is 

their Pcccei-Quin charge, tf is their 'color-anomaly• defined by Tr \TjTj\ = 

1/2 if 6*6 where the TJ are the generators of SU*(3) for the color represea-

tation to which the fennions / belong, and T$ is the period of 9. TV = 2* 

for QCD, the standard SUC{3) x SVc(2) x Vy{l) model and the SU(5) grand 

unified theory (GUT), bnt TB = 4* for the O(IO) GUT and T, = 6> for the 

Ei GUT.0 For example and for reasons that will soon beconw clear (see the 

cosmological domain wall problem below), Georgi and Wise11 build a thm gen

eration SU(5) grand unified axion model with the fennion representation content 

3(10)! + 3(S)i + 5(5)_i -t- 5(5)_] where the subscripts indicate the Peccei-Quinn 

charge of the corresponding multiplet. Using Eq. (9), one readily verifies that 

this model has a unique vacuum (N=l). 
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To derive the kinematic properties of the domain walla in axion models, 0110 

uses the effective action (or the axion a 

*-/^[i^-#/(»3] 
(10) 

where a = afv denotes collectively all the phases that rotate under a Urg(l) 

transformation and / is a periodic function of period 2JT, whose Taylor expansion 

begins with f(x) s* \ * a + . . . ; for example, f{z) = 1 - cosz. The axion srii-

interaction potential is then 2{N) synunetric and m a is the axion mass. A 

domain wall, in the x - JJ plant for example, is the static classical solution a[z) 

obtained by minimizing the energy associated with Eq. (10) with the boundary 

conditions a(z) -+ 0 as z -» -00 and a{z) -»(2ir)/jV as z -• +00. One readily 

finds that the axionic domain walla have thickness of ordyr m j 1 and energy per 

unit surface a sf 8m«i«4 *s 8/,m,u The tension in the domain wall equals its 

surface energy density IT. This follows from energy conservation and the fact that 

c Is a constant. The energy momentum tensor of a thin domain wall in the z - y 

plane is thus 

(rp„) = fffit*) diaB ( 1 , - 1 , -1 ,0) . (11) 

Domain walls are ft very unusual source of gravity. They are in fact gravita-

tionally repulsive. 1 3 - 1 5 To clarify this statement, let us first remark that the 

Newtonian limit vf Einstein gravity is valid only when Too is much larger than 

the other components of Tp*. Hence, intuition derived from Newtonian gravity 

is inapplicable to the gravity of domain waits. Einstein's equations for planar 
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domain walls have been solved exactly.1* - 1 5 There is a unique reflection symmet

ric solution which ia free of curvature singularities. It corresponds to a uniform 

gravitational field in which observers on either side are repelled by the domain 

wall with constant acceleration 2*C7#<r, where Gtf is Newton's gravitational con

stant . More generally it has been shown, that, 1 4 far a. wait of arbitrary shape and 

motion and with arbitrary tension r and surface energy density ff, the sum of the 

accelerations towards the wall on both sides, as measured by observers hovering 

just off the wall, is 4irGjV(<T - 2r). For a dost wall (r = 0) one recovers the 

Newtonian result. For a domain wall (r = <r), the acceleration has equal magni

tude as for a dust wall but opposite direction! 

Anionic domain walls also have unusual electromagnetic properties.9 To in

vestigate these, one writes down the effective action density for photons and 

axions 

^-Jl ." - * £*••"•-#/(£)+£?!!.''' •(") 

The Btrength of the 077 coupling given In Eq. (12) is obtained by assuming that 

there is grand unification with the unrenormaliied valu* of the electrowea* angle 

siu2 B°v = 3/8, The equations of motion derived from Eq. (12) are 
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V B = Q 

at 

Consider an axionic domain wall of arbitrary shape and motion. Across the 

domain wall, [Ha)(v changes by 2tr. The boundary conditions across the domain 

wall surface implied by Eqs. (13) in the thin wall approximation are 

3* " 3ir 
Afl ± = A ^ = 0 , AEj. = — BXl AS, = _ — £ „ . (14) 

We see that an axionic domain wall becomes electrically charged when traversed 

by magnetic flux. The electric surface charge density is 

<r = | ? f l i (15) 

where n is the unit normal in the direction of increasing (Na)/v. Similarly, an 

electric field parallel to an axionic domain wall induces a surface current density 

K = ~^-naE . (16) 

These unusual effects are necessary to make sense of the Witten dyon charge" 

in the presence of axionic domain walls. Witten has shown that in a 0-vacuum 

magnetic monopoles acquire electric charge qg = C9g where g is the magnetic 

charge on the monopole and C is a model dependent constant. When a magnetic 



monopole traverses an axionic domain wall, the local value of 6 changes by 2ir 

and hence the electric charge on the monopole changes by one unit. One may well 

wonder whence that extra unit of electric charge came or what happens to electric 

charge conservation. The answer9 U that the magnetic field of the monopole 

induces an electric charge density onto the domain wall, Eq. (IS). When the 

mono pale approaches the wall, the induced electric charge becomes concentrated 

near the impact po:nt. It jumps onto the monopole when the monopole traverses 

the wall. The Wittcn dyon charge on the magnetic monopole plus the electric 

charge, Eq, (15), induced onto the axionic domain wait is conserved. 

Domain walls exist in any theory in which a discrete symetry is spontaneously 

broken. In 1974, 7iel'dovich, Kobiarev and Oknn" pointed out that because 

of these domain walla the spontaneous breaking of an exact discrete symmetry 

Is incompatible with standard cosmology. Their argument is very simple. The 

•?niveree starts off at some very high temperature at which the discrete symmetry 

ia unbroken. At some critical temperature, the spontaneous breakdown does 

occur and the order parameter choose* among several equally probable values (or 

directions), corresponding to the various vacua of the theory. Different regions 

of the universe will in general settle into different vacua and hence be separated 

by domain walls. In particular, regions which are outside each other's horlion 

are causally disconnected and thus totally uocorrelated. Hence, there will be at 

least on the order of one domain wall per horizon at any given time. The energy 

density in domain walls today would be 

?d.w.('0)-£ = , c r it ( 5 5 = ^ 5 ) (17) 

where (0 - l0'° years is the age of the universe today and /J^JJ -s ICr39 gr/cm3 
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is its present critical energy density for closure. Since a ~ /»mw v » 1 0 _ s GeV3, 

it is clear that if axions exist and N > 1, our present universe would be domain 

wall dominated many times over. But this can not be. A domain wall dominated 

univerK would be expanding like R ~ fi (His the coamological scale parameter) 

and at a- much higher rate than we observe today. 

The cosmological domain wall problem just described can be avoided in a, 

number of -ways. Below are the three types of evasion which I am aware of: 

1. The inflationary universe scenario18 provides a solution if the inflationary 

epoch comes after the Peccei-Quinn phase transition at Tpq ~ v where 

UJ>Q(1) is spontaneously broken. Indeed, inflation will align the phase or 

of {<p} = te'a over enormous distances. Later, when the QCD instanton 

effects turn on at ~ 1 GeV temperatures, ear' enormous region will fall 

entirely into the same vacuum and hence be free of domain walls. For 

this to work, it is of course necessary that the post-inflation reheating 

temperature T r e a e a t be less than the temperature TPQ ~ v at which the 

Upi?(l) symmetry is restored. We will see in the next section that v should 

be less than about 10 1 2 GeV, On the other hand T^^ must besufficiently 

large for the baryon number asymmetry to be produced after inflation, since 

inflation wipes out any previous baryon number asymmetry. Hence, the set 

of constraints 

7 b aryo- < rreheat < - PQ - « * I 0 ' 2 <*»V (18) 
genesis 

which may be difficult to satisfy in practice. 

2. It is possible to construct axion models which have a unique 

vacuum. 8 , 1 9* 1 1 , 2 0 ' 1 1 One way is to build the model in such a way that JV = 1 
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where Pf is the integer given by Eq. [9) [ NOTE: K if = 0, the Peccet-Quinn 

mechanbm la Inoperative; see Eq. (4) ]. When N = 1, the model only 

has a discrete Z(2) symmetry which is not spontaneously broken. Heace 

the vacuum is unique. Many JV = 1 models have been constructed, e.g., 

Xim'fl AHginal "invisible* axiou model10 and the grand unified axion model 

of Georgi and Wise11 mentioned above. Another way to construct axicn 

models with a unique vacuum is to embedd the discrete Z(N) symmetry 

into a gauged19?0 or an exact global continuous symmetry.21 In that case, 

the JV vacua are either gauge equivalent and hence not distinct or they are 

part of a larger continuous degeneracy and hence can be rotated into each 

other by adding coherent states of mawless Nambu-Goldatone bosom. 

The argument leading to the cosmological domain wall problem dis

cussed above clearly does not apply to axjon models with a unique vac* 

uura. It is not immediately obvious, however, that such models are entirely 

free of cosmological difficulties because they, in fact, have domain walls, 

too. 2 3 , 1 2 When one traverses these domain walls one moves away from the 

unique vacuum and back to it along some topological^ nontrivial path. 

Thia path is most readily visualised as one turn along the bottom or the 

Mexican hat potential V(pV) °f Eq- ( 3) fror& the unique vacuum at or ^ 0 

through a = ir and back to the vacuum at a = 2ir. These domain walls are 

quantum-mechanically unstable'*-1* because holes can be poked in them 

through some tunneling process, The rate /or this process is very much 

smaller than the (age)~l of the universe, however, so that the domain walls 

are in fact stable for cosmological purposes. What saves axion models with 

a unique vacuum from the cosmological disaster of one domain wall per 
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horizon at temperatures £ 1 GeV ia the earlier appearance of strings, 2 8 ' 1 3 

When, at temperature TPQ a v, the phase transition occurs where Upq(l) 

becomes spontaneously broken by [<p] = ve'"' 1 ' , strings appear because 
x i [ U(l) J = Z, When one moves around the string once, the local value 

of a(x) varies from 0 to 2x. From the usual causality arguments one ex

pects *t least on the order of one string per horizon from Tpq onward untill 

QCD temperatures when the domain w?lb appear. Each string then be

comes -he edge of a domain wall. The typical size of a domain wall bounded 

by a string or of a closed domain wail ia the hor'zon size (— 10~* sec) a? 

QCD temperatures. The probability of finding a domain wall much larger 

than that is exponentially small.12 The finite size domain walls oscillate and 

dissipate away long before they dominate the cosmological energy density. 

3. The last evasion of the domain wall problem is based on the observation8'22 

that a itny explicit breaking of the Z(N) symmetry is sufficient to make the 

domain walls disappear before they dominate the energy density. A soft 

explicit breaking of Vpg[l) will introduce Bhifts (Atf) in energy densiiy 

amongst the various vacua, and it will also introduce a finite valui of 3. 

When the domain bubbles have average size TJJ = ©-/(AW), the differences 

in volume energy among bubbles is of order their surface energy, the Z[N) 

breaking effects become important and the true vacuum takes over. One 

can show that the ? £ 10~a constraint can be mid* compatible with the 

requirement that the domain walls disappear before they dominate the 

energy density provided tj £ 101 S CeV. Finally, we note that au explicit 

breaking of the Z{N) symmetry is of course very artificial if done by hand. 

On the other handj this evasion of the do»"iin wall problem IB a natural 



property of the ultimate theory of the world it the latter ha* in its low 

energy effective theory an automatic Upg(l) which is then explicitly broken 

by higher order corrections. 

3. Astrophysicat and Cosmological 

Constraints on the Axion Decay Constant 

The astropbysical constraint25, arises because stars emit the weakly coupled 

axbns from their whole volume whereas they emit photons only from their sur

face. Axions are produced in Compton, Primakoff and brematrahlung type pro

cesses when photons collide with nuclei and electrons in stellar Interiors. Because 

the axions are do weakly coupled, they can leave the star without further colli

sions. It has been shown" that if 250 GeV ^ / 4 S 10* GeV, axion emission by 

stars is too copious to be consistent with our understanding of stellar evolution. 

If /„ 5 250 GeV, the axiou is too heavy to be produced In stars; if j u ^ 10s GeV, 

it is too weakly coupled to be produced overabundantly. Since ft £ 250 GeV 

appears to be ruled out by the unsuccessful laboratory searches, it follows that 

/„ should be larger than about \& GeV. 

The cosmological bound2* (fa & 101* GeV) arises because axions are abun

dantly produced in the early universe when the temperature T a 1 GeV. The 

argument is as follows. When T falls below TPQ ;- v, UPQ(1) becomes sponta

neously broken by (p) = ve , f t'*'. The values of «(zj are at that time randomly 

chosen since the QCD instanton efTects which lift the degeneracy at the bot

tom of the Mexican bat potential are negligible when T is larger than a few 

GeV. a{x) is spatially inhomogeneous. However, all wiggles in a(x) which fail 

within the horizon at any given time will start to oscillate thenceforward and thus 
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red-shift away" The result of this is that, at ?ny given time *, a{z) is approxi

mately homogeneous over the horizon scale L {Of course, if there is inflation with 

'reheat < Tpfy ° 0 0 ' 5 perfectly homogeneous over distances much larger than 

t. So much the letter. ] When QCD instanton effects btccme important at tem

peratures of order 1 GcV, the axion n u t switches on and a(x] '^gina to oscillate 

with frequency m» about the VP conserving minimum at a = 0. Thus, at about 

1 GeV temperature, a coherent state of nonrelattvlstie axions suddenly appears. 

The axions are nonrdativisitic because their momenta are of order the inverse of 

the horizon scale at QCD temperatures IQCD - (W~* sec)"' -: i0~" eV, whi-jh 

is smaller than the axion mass (iur w £ M p ^ ^ ) . The axion energy density yist 

after the axion maw has switched on is 

P'ttQCT)) - / * m l <* 2CQCD) - Prad('QCD) «*( 'QOD) ( 1 9 ) 

where p ^ is the energy density ID radiatba. But the nonrehtivistic energy 

density pa decreases with time as R~* (Ris thecosmological scale factor), whereas 

'Vad ~ ^~** Moreover, for v *6 10s GeV, the axion 8uid is effectively decoupled. 

It can be ah.au. n that the axfoca do not reheat nor convert into radiation.2* Thus 

unless a£({Qc&) >s v e i v small, the universe will become axiom matter dominated 

too soon. If we require the axion energy density today to be less than ten times 

*crit> w * a**1 ° S ^<JCD) * 1 ( r ' -

How can a(*Q£p) be so email? If the switch-on of the axion mass were 

sudden, we would have O(<QCD) ~ °(l)and a U ***ca models would be ruled out. 

"Sudden" nte&ss that the switch-on rate (l/ma)(<fmfl/<#) is targe compared to the 

frequency mt at which a{t) oscillates. The opposite of "sudden" is "ad:?batic": 

ts 
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{\jm„)[dfnxjdt) small compared to ma. The latter regime is characterised by 

the adiabatic invariant 

A pdq = *A7[t) mt\t) a time independent (20) 

where A\t) is the amplitude of the oscillation a[t) = if(t)oos(f»*i + 5). Equa

tion (20) tells as that, in the adiabatic regime, the oscillation amplitude de

creases while the axiun mass is being switched on. {fence, provided the switch-

on is sufficiently adiftbatic, an excessive axion energy density may be avoided. 

Let iw define a time ti, such that m~l{t) {dmM/dt) > m,[t) for t < d, and 

m-l(t) (dmafdi) < «•»„(() for * > U. Before (i, the switch-on is sudden. Hence 

A[t{) = 0(1). After *j, the awitch-on is adiabptic. Hence 

J'ffOCP) " A H t u " ^ - OP) ~ • 0 « 

The i'me dependence of the axion mass follows from its temperature depeadence 

which has been calculated;" mt{t) =• m, [ T(t)}. Using this, the following result 

was obtained18 for the axion energy density today 

Hence, the constraint f„ & 10 1 2 GeV which applies to alt axioa models indepen

dently of their vacuum structure and of the history of the universe before the 

temperature reached 0(10) GeV. 

Steinhardt and Turner29 bave considered entropy production when the tem

perature of the universe is between I GeV and 1 MeV, by out-of-equilibrium 

is 
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decays of a, relk pvttcte speck* or by a fiwt-ordw QCD phase transition, as a. 

means to dilute the axioo energy density sod thus to weabea the /„ £ 10 1 Z GeV 

bound. 

4. Axions and Galaxy Formation 

Then ii good evidence30, that Individual galaxies possess dark halas with 

masses exceeding that of the luminous galactic matter by a factor ~ 10. These 

galactic bates could be made of rxjoas.81 First, if / . £ Z x lO 1 0 GcV, axionie 

matter Ei abundant enough to make up the halos [ c/., Eq. (22) ]. Second, since 

axiom are effectively decoupled for such large values of / , , axiooic halos are 

automatically dark. Neutrinos are similar to axions in these two respects and 

they have Indeed been a very popular candidate for the halo matter. However, 

neutrino halo models have run into rather serious difficulties because the neutrino 

phase space density tends to be too small to allow them to cluster into galactic 

halos and because neutrino free streaming greatly inhibits the growth of aU matter 

density perturbations on all mass scales less than about ID15 M^. Axions, on 

the other hud, because they are nonrelativiatic from the moment of their first 

appearance at - 1 GeV temperatures, have enormous phase space density and 

vanlshingly smUl free streaming distance.11 The large phase spac* density allows 

them to cluster easBy into galactic halos, whereas the absence of free streaming 

allow! the growth of primordial density perturbations to proceed on all scales. 

Recent computer simulations'* of the gvswth of density perturbations in the 

early universe have shown that indeed cold dark matter («.$. axioms, photinas, 

gravltinc* .„) appears preferable to hot dark matter (e.g., neutrinos}. 
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5. "Invisible" Axton Detectors 

One of the exciting aspects of the hypothesis that galactic halo* an made of 

axions is the fact that it can be tested experimentally. How can this be don*? 

Out exploits the coupling, Eq. (7), of the axlon to the electromagnetic field 

and the tact that we have availahV? in the laboratory large oscillating electric 

and magnetic fields with frequencies or wave-vectors of order the axloa mass 

The general idea33 ij that an exteroAli>' applied magnetic or electric field will 

stimulate the conversion of an axion t& a photon through the coupling, Eq, (7), 

The outgoing pltoton is relatively easy to detect. We will see below that this 

process can be used both for the detect!' A of axlons floating about In the balo of 

our galaxy and for the detection of asiens emitted by our sun. In addition, one 

may attempt to observe the static force* with range of order m j 1 due to virtual 

axion exchange. We refer the reader to the work of Moody and WUcsek** who 

have discussed these effects in detail. 
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S.l AXION HALOSCOPB 

If the Milky Way halo is composed of axions, their number dmaity in our 

vicinity i» approximately 

These axions have energies 

e* = ma ( l + I j3a) - m, [1 + O(10"')] (24) 

where 0 sz 10~s is the galactic virlaJ velocity. Consider an electromagnetic cavity 

permeated by a strong static magnetic field 3a> When the frequency w of one ol 

certain appropriate cavity modes equals the axion mass, there will be resonant 

conversion of Milky W-y halo axions into quanta of excitation (photons) of that 

mode. For a rectangular-cavity, the appropriate modes are TMnto with n and £ 

odd (the longitudinal direction la that of Bt>). The power on resonance into such 

a mode is 3 3 

P B ( , ( . 8 ) 1 o - W a t t ( _ ^ - £ ) ( ^ r a ) 2 

(*JG) 

* r.atf 

wher* V is the volume of the cavlly and Qnt is the quality factor for that mode. 

Because the axicn energies have spread of order 10""* m f l l the power [ Eq. (26) ] is 

not increased by having quality factors Q > Hi*. {However, if the axion were to 

be found and its mass were known, one corM use superconducting cavities with 

Q » 10° to resolve the spectrum of galactic halo axion energies.) To scan th
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allowed range of axion masses in a reasonable amount of time, a very sensitive 

uetcct-w of microwave radiation is required. A typical state of the art detector54 

today has a noise temperature Tji of order 10-20* K in I'M 1-40 6Hs frequency 

range. The noise equivalent power of Buch detectors over a bandwidth set by the 

quality of the cavity ( B ~ (2//Q) ] is 

WEP- 1.2X10 - ^ {QE% QJ y ^ j . (27) 

Comparison with Eq. (?G) suggests that the experiment may be feasible. To keep 
the thermal noise below the signal, the cavity must be cooled to less than .1* K. 
Also, to distinguish the signal from fluctuations in thermal and detector noise, it 
will be necessary to modulate the resonant frequency of the cavity at some audio 
frequency and carry out phase-sensitive detection of the cavit; output, 

Rather detailed feasibility studies have been carried out for this experiment. 

It appears that a set of large cavities (say ISO cm long and 50 cm wide) placed 

in the bore of an 8 Teal a adenoidal superconducting magnut and equipped with 

state of the art microwave detectors should be able to cover, in one or two yeur 

continuous running time, the range of axion masses between 1 GHi and 30 or 

40 GHz [ 10" GeV £ /„ £ 3 x 10" GeV ] with a signal to noise ratio of three. 

It jft very conceivable that design improvements will extend this raugs in both 

directions. Note that this experiment is capable of exploring that special range of 

values of the axion mass for which axioas may provide the critical energy density 

for closing the universe. 
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S.2 AXION HELIOSCOPE 

The solar anon flux on earth Is approximately J x JO" sec"1 c m - 1 (10* GeV//.) 2 . 

-- aum a br»%d spectreu of energies centered about 1 heVf the The solar 

temperature hi the saris interior. Using fhecoapBnsgiven In Eq. (7), on* finds" 

the fotknring general cross-section for aodon -»photon conversion in & wohuue V* 

in which there it astatic isboraoganeoo* magnetic Odd jS»(i) 

-i5Wi^) ?/*•*"•» 
(28) 

where f = fc, - fc, and the sum 1B over photon polarisation*. Consider then 

a datector of length L In the directions tl of the can, Inside of which there is 3 

transverse magnetic Geld So = jM«*[(2)r/d) fi-t[. The cross-section far c -• 7 

conversion for axiom coming from the direction of the sun Is 

a 
[28) 

where V is the detector volume and 

g«= &-£)•* - 4 - ^ 4 - • £ - ! ! £ 
% 

2* /10» GeV\ a /lceV\ 

On resonance («• ss fcr/d) tb« event rate in the detector is 3 9 

130) 

«n» sec (meter)* t » w v.—K—; • (3 , ) 

u 



Assuming that a signal of one »ny/ten day* can be dbtingaiAed fiw 

background, it '.ppeara that a coble meter detector can. detect sntar axktaa if 

10* GeV £ /« a» M? OeV. H /« wen la be In iMa range, axiom wooM provide 

us with a powerful tool to study the solar interior. 
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